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Abstract
Agile development methods are essential for developing large cyber-physical
systems. These systems are often safety- or security-critical requiring rigorous
verification. Formal model-driven methods with verification by theorem provers
offer strong assurance of critical properties but do not fit easily with team based
development. We propose a modelling process that draws on agile techniques and
structures the development into parallel refinement paths that can be allocated to
coordinated independent teams. Our approach is based on multiple abstractions
germinating from critical properties and refined in parallel using a common dictionary of data and events to maintain consistency. A library of model fragments,
one per requirement, is assembled in a preliminary phase. The model fragments
are then added into each refinement path so that the parallel developments converge to a common model that is proven to satisfy all of the critical properties.
The model development process is systematic allowing a low-risk engineering solution reducing reliance on highly skilled formal methods experts. We illustrate
our method with a railway case study.

Keywords: team-based, agile methods, formal methods, refinement, iUML-B,
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Introduction

Cyber-physical systems are often large and complex and, therefore, benefit from
agile team-based development methods to be more manageable. Moreover, these
systems are often safety- or security-critical requiring rigorous development methods to ensure their correctness. Formal methods such as Event B [2], offer a stepwise refinement approach to the development in order to create systems that are
correct by construction. However, to achieve efficient verification of system properties, they impose a linear development stream, making it difficult to share the
formal development work between team members.
Agile development methods with a strong focus on team work are popular
in industry for developing complex systems. Agile methods such as Scrum [21]
are known for their responsiveness and ability to meet stakeholders requests and
requirements in a timely manner. The agile software development philosophy [1]
is based on efficient and frequent communication within the team to strengthen
it, as well as with the stakeholders to increase customer satisfaction [18]. The
drawback with using agile methods for dependable cyber-physical systems is that
they may not achieve a high enough quality assurance for these kind of systems.
We propose a modelling process that draws on agile techniques and structures
the development into parallel refinement paths that can be allocated to coordinated
independent teams. We use Event-B [2] visualized by iUML-B [20, 22, 23] as
our formalism. Our approach is based on multiple abstractions created from the
essential safety properties of the system. These abstractions are developed in
parallel using stepwise refinement to gradually adding the rest of the requirements
to each path. To make the development consistent between the teams a common
dictionary of data and events is used. A model of each requirement is created in
a preliminary phase, and collected into a library to harmonize the development
of the separate abstractions so that they converge into a common model that is
proven to satisfy all of the critical properties.
An essential part of the development work is the tool support. Hence, each
step of our approach is designed to be supported by a suitable tool. Our systematic tool-supported model development process assists software engineers in their
modelling work, reducing the reliance on experienced formal methods experts.
We anticipate that this will lower the threshold for industry to apply (agile) formal
methods. We illustrate our method with a Railway case study by Abrial [2]. It
models a track network where trains are moving along the tracks in a safe manner
without risk to crash into each other. The complexity of the case study is enough
to appreciate the scalability and other benefits of our approach.
In our previous work on multiple abstractions and refinements [19] we introduced the notion of developing a model from several different, independent abstractions in parallel and then merging them to reach a single refined model of the
system as a whole. In this earlier work the requirements included in each abstraction were chosen by the developers relying heavily on their modelling expertise.
1

It was not as systematic and agile as the method we present here.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we give background
theory for our approach and in Section 3 we present related work. We introduce
a running case study and its properties in Section 4. Our approach is described in
detail in Section 5 and concluded in Section 6.

2
2.1

Background
Event-B

Event-B [2] is a formal method for system development. Main features of Event-B
include the use of refinement to introduce system details gradually into the formal
model. An Event-B model contains two parts: contexts and machines. Contexts
contain carrier sets, constants, and axioms constraining the carrier sets and constants. Machines contain variables v, invariants I(v) constraining the variables,
and events. An event comprises a guard denoting its enabled-condition and an
action describing how the variables are modified when the event is executed. In
general, an event e has the following form, where t are the event parameters,
G(t, v) is the guard of the event, and S(t, v) is the action of the event.
any t where G(t, v) then S(t, v) end
The action of an event comprises of one or more assignments, which may be a
deterministic assignment or a non-deterministic selection according to a predicate. A machine in Event-B corresponds to a transition system where variables
represent the states and events specify the transitions.
Machines can be refined either by extending the machine to include additional
variables (superposition refinement) representing new features of the system, or
by replacing some (abstract) variables by new (concrete) variables (data refinement). More information about Event-B can be found in [10]. Event-B is supported by Rodin Platform (Rodin) [3], an extensible toolkit which includes facilities for modelling, verifying the consistency of models using theorem proving. The ProB [14] plug-in provides model checking and validation of models via
model animation.
Attempts to support team-based development in Event-B have focused on the
use of a version control repository. If models can be stored, differenced and
merged into a repository, this would help developers when working on the same
model. These methods still rely on having to deal with conflicts when competing
model changes are made. Here, we suggest a completely different way to develop
the model based on independent development streams, which avoids conflicts altogether.
2

2.2

iUML-B

iUML-B [20, 22, 23] is an extension of the Rodin Platform that provides a ‘UML
like’ diagrammatic modelling notation for Event-B in the form of class-diagrams
and state-machines. Class diagrams provide a way to model data relationships
visually in an entity-relationship style. Classes, attributes and associations are
linked to Event-B data elements (carrier sets, constants, or variables) and generate
constraints on those elements. Methods elaborate Event-B events and automatically generate a parameter to represent the class instance. Guards and Actions,
which may refer to the instance parameters, may be written as text fields attached
to the method properties. The example class diagram in Figure 1 shows a variable class A that has supertype, S, and a functional association, ass, with another
class, B, as well as a boolean attribute, att. A class invariant expresses a desired
property: if att is TRUE for an instance, a, then a must belong to the domain of
ass. The invariant is automatically quantified over all instances of class A when
it is converted into Event-B

Figure 1: Example Class Diagram
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Related work

When developing complex safety-critical cyber-physical systems, we rely on teambased development and model decomposition into multiple abstractions. Teamwork is central to agile development methods. The combination of agile and formal methods has been studied for many years [6, 9, 13, 17] with positive outcome
but indicating the importance of tool support. Wolff describes how the Vienna
Development Method (VDM) could be used in parallel with traditional software
engineering methods in a project that uses Scrum [25]. The formal approach is
used for communicating details about the critical parts of the system to the implementers. Team work was not explicitly addressed in this work.
Recently, agile methods have been used in industry for safety- and securitycritical systems [24, 8]. For example, Altran Ltd., an industrial-scale user of formal methods [5], see benefit in a combination of the communicative and iterative
development style of agile methods with a formal development relying on requirements, unambiguous specifications and formal verification [8]. This work does not
explicitly identify a method for team-based development of formal models. The
challenges of combining the agile method Scrum and the Event-B method has also
3

been discussed earlier [16]. Emergent design delivering small pieces of working
code was presented as a possibility for a successful combination. In Event-B the
concept of emergent design would be transferred to the modeling phase, where
small iterations of model development are delivered and the idea of refinement is
utilized. Preliminary effort has been made to combine Scrum and Event-B [15],
where the experiment has been performed in small teams.
Hoang et al. [11] use multiple abstractions to separate concerns and this has
been a source of inspiration for our work. They illustrate two abstractions of the
system; an insecure view and the associated security authorization. They largely
use a traditional refinement approach for the development, but merge the two refinement chains. This work does not, however, propose a complete mechanized
process like ours. Recent work on an inclusion feature for Event-B [12] provides
a means for hierarchical structuring of a model based on instantiated verified components. In comparison, we sacrifice the composition of verification in order to
gain more flexibility and granularity of the parts being composed. This allows
us greater scope for parallel development since we do not need to find coherent components. Yeganefard et al. [26] proposed a method for decomposing the
requirements into monitored, controlled, mode and commanded sub-problems.
They created a pattern for defining and refining the sub-problems based on this
categorisation. In contrast, our sub-models focus on the safety properties of the
system and are merged into one model at the end of the development.
In our approach we rely on modelling the requirements as Class Diagrams to
form the building blocks when creating abstractions of the system. Alkhammash
et al. [4] use a similar approach with small Class Diagrams to model individual
requirements. They also use Event Refinement Structures (ERS) for expressing
sequences of events in the requirements. However, their approach is essentially a
classic single refinement structure. Butler et al. [7] model a railway interlocking
using iUML-B class diagrams and ERS to describe overall processes, which has
some similarity to our approach to analysing the event sequences between entities.
However, they take a more traditional approach to the refinement development
process.

4

Railway case study

To illustrate our method we consider the Railway case study introduced by Abrial
[2], where trains in a track network are controlled. The case study relates to a
realistic railway system. It is complex enough to demonstrate scalability of our
approach, but is concise enough to give a good overview of the system.
The core part of the system is the track network, where routes consisting of a
number of blocks are reserved for trains and then freed when the train has passed.
We assume that several trains are moving along in the track network at the same
time. In order to avoid collision between these trains signals indicate whether it is
4

safe to enter a route.
When describing the system we focus on the requirements concerning the environment (ENV), main functionalities (FUN), movement of the trains in the network (MVT), as well as the safety of the system (SAF). The requirements are
taken directly from the case study by Abrial [2] and are listed in Figures 2 to 5.

Figure 2: Requirements on the environment
The environment requirements, listed in Figure 2, describe the tracks and their
components. The tracks are partitioned into blocks (ENV3). Each block may
contain at most one point or crossing (ENV1, ENV4). While a crossing is a static
component, a point can be positioned either left or right (ENV2) to form optional
routes (ENV7) for the train. As the train moves along a track, the blocks of this
track are occupied and unoccupied by the train (ENV5).
There are a fixed number of routes in the track network that the trains can
move along (ENV6). Each route consists of a sequence of adjacent blocks from
the first to the last block (ENV10), and does not contain cycles (ENV11). The first
and the last block of a route cannot appear in the middle of another route (ENV8,
ENV9). By the first block of each route there is a signal (ENV12) that can be red
or gren (ENV13). The routes that share the same first block will also share the
same signal (ENV14). Trains are not supposed to enter a route with a red signal.
When a train enters a route, its signal automatically turns red (ENV15).

Figure 3: Functional requirements
A route can be reserved for a particular train (FUN2) by first reserving the
consecutive blocks (FUN3). When all the blocks of a route have been reserved,
the route itself can be reserved (FUN5). After that a route can be formed by
positioning all the points of the route (FUN6, FUN7)). A train can only move
5

on to a formed route with a green signal (FUN8, FUN4). As the train passes the
occupied blocks become unoccupied, and hence also free (not reserved) (MVT1).
Only when the train has left the last block of the route, the route itself can also
be made free (MVT2, MVT3). The requirements on the main functionality of the
railway system concerning the routes and how the trains are allowed to move are
listed in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.

Figure 4: Movement requirements
The purpose of the railway system is to control trains to move safely in the
track network (FUN1). In order to preserve the safety a block can only be reserved
for one route at a time (SAF1). In this way the train will not meet and collide into
any other trains on the route. Moreover, the signal of a route is only green and
allows a train to enter, when it is properly formed (SAF2a, SAF2c, SAF4) and
there are no other trains on the route (SAF2b). Once a route has been formed it
cannot be changed (SAF3). The safety properties are listed in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Safety properties

5

Systematic approach to formal modelling

The modelling process begins with an analysis of the requirements that gathers
information in data and event dictionaries to help the parallel development teams
remain consistent. Once this information is available, a library of small models
is created for each of the requirements. We chose to use a fine granularity of
single statement requirements. However, the method would also work if more
complex requirements were selected for the library. The approach is based on
selecting important (e.g. safety) properties of the system as initial abstractions.
This maximises the effectiveness of the validation and verification of these properties. Usually such properties present themselves or are highlighted in the requirements documents, hence, simplifying the choice of initial abstractions. The
pre-processed requirements are then incorporated into each of these parallel developments via a series of refinements. The parallel developments converge in
functionality and are then easily merged into a single formal model.
6

The approach has several benefits; teams can work independently, multiple
properties can be dealt with via the initial abstractions, the modelling process is
more systematic. The approach avoids introducing components which is more
appropriate during design. We see this as a benefit, since we remain firmly in
the realm of specification without implying a designed implementation structure.
Even if the approach involves repetition of work because each refinement needs to
be applied to all the parallel developments, this is mitigated by the pre-processing
stage where the requirements are analysed and individually modelled so that the
process becomes largely mechanistic and could be automated. The teams of industrial practitioners could work in parallel with confidence of reaching a satisfactory and useful formal model that is verified to satisfy the main properties of
the system and incorporates all of the documented requirements.
To give an overview of the approach, we give a concise summary of the steps
of the process which will be elaborated in the remainder of the section:
1. Sketch all requirements as mini class diagrams
2. Review sketches for consistency of taxonomy and create a Data Dictionary (DD)
3. Analyse behavioural requirements and create an Event Dictionary (ED)
4. Start an Event-B project called ‘Library’.
5. Convert sketches to iUML-B class diagrams in the Library project. (All data elements must trace to DD entries and all events to ED entries).
6. Identify the most important properties to be proven.
7. Start an Event-B project for each property with a class diagram as its most abstract
machine.
8. Make refinements in each project by extending it with the requirements from the
Library.
9. Each refinement must be proved, validated by animation and checked for deadlocks.
10. Repeat until all requirements have been integrated into all projects.
11. Pairwise merge together the final refinements of all the projects checking that the
merged projects are a refinement of both merged inputs.

Figure 6 shows the main artefacts generated and an illustration of the refinement structure.

5.1

Preliminary analysis of requirements

The initial task is to interpret the natural language requirements descriptions as
entity relationships and behaviour. The entity relationships capture properties involved in the requirement and events describe how they are altered due to that
7

Figure 6: Overview of the modelling process

requirement. The aim is to focus on one requirement at a time rather than build
a large model of all the requirements. However, it is important that the models
use a common and consistent terminology. To achieve this, we start by sketching
the entity relationships as ‘mini class diagrams’ on paper and informally note the
behaviour of events. The informal requirements sketches are reviewed for consistency of taxonomy.
We then start a Data Dictionary (DD) of classes, attributes and associations
with links to the relevant requirements that have been sketched. The DD is a
common resource for the teams that will develop the refinements to synchronise
the names and types of the data used in the model. Figure 7 shows the DD for our
case study, arranged in tables per kind of element. For example, for requirement
MVT1, which states “Once a block of a formed route becomes unoccupied it is
freed”, we can identify the classes BLOCK and ROUTE. A variable occupied of
type Boolean in class BLOCK can also be singled out indicating whether a block
is occupied or not. The association reservedFor gives the relationship between
blocks and routes.
When sketching the requirements in mini class diagrams, we model the behaviour as a general change event so that we do not need to predict the atomicity
of state changes. In the final system model we will need more specific events that
have meaningful names and atomically alter groups of variables. A Behavioural
Requirements Description (BRD) helps choose appropriate names for events and
deduce their expected sequence of firing and effect on state. For this we use a
form of sequence diagram (as in Figure 8) that also illustrates state changes. The
ellipses in Figure 8 depict the classes BLOCK, ROUTE, POINT and SIGNAL
in the case study with inner ellipses depicting the states of an instance of the
class. For example, an instance of BLOCK can be in the states free, reserved
and occupied. Events are shown as transitions between states and are naturally
drawn in sequence within a class (once the states are arranged into the correct or8

Figure 7: Data Dictionary
der). The sequence between transitions in different classes is annotated by dashed
lines. For a system with multiple scenarios it may be necessary to draw several
such diagrams. From the BRD we can derive both the required states of a class instance and the sequence of events and illustrate them as transitions between states.
We learn that a block can be reserved for a route (1), and when all blocks are reserved the whole route can be reserved (2). For a reserved route all the points in
the route are moved to their required positions (3). When all the points of a route
are in the required positions, the route can be formed (4) and consequently the
signal for the route can be set to green (5). A train can drive onto a formed route
and when it enters the first block of the route the block becomes occupied and the
signal turns red (6). As the train moves on the route the blocks under the train
become occupied (6), while the blocks that the train has passed become free (7).
When all the blocks of the route are free then the route should also be free (8).

Figure 8: Behavioural requirements description for the case study.
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From the BRD we derive a list of the events we would like to end up with and
know their class instance parameters. The sketched mini class diagrams are studied to determine which variables each event assigns to. All the information about
events, including their usage by requirements, is collected in an Event Dictionary
(ED), Figure 9. Also the ED is a common resource for the developing teams in the
same way as the DD. The first entry in the ED shows that the event reserveBlock,
which reserves a block for a route, has parameters for block and route and assigns
to the variable reservedFor and is mentioned in, for example, safety requirement
SAF1. Note that the event setSignalRed from the list of events of the BRD in
Figure 8 does not have a separate entry in the ED. It is always simultaneous with
event occupyFirstBlock and therefore these two events are combined.

Figure 9: Event Dictionary for the case study

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Class diagram and main event for requirement MVT1
Having prepared the data and event dictionaries, we have sufficient reference
information to rework the sketched mini class diagrams into iUML-B class diagrams using the data elements from the DD and events from the ED. For example, the class diagram for the requirement MVT1 in Figure 10 shows that a
block can be reserved for a route. From the BRD we know that blocks are reserved in a formed route. The event unoccupyAndFreeBlock is selected from
the ED as being relevant to this requirement and clearly suitable as a method
of the BLOCK class, since it has already been determined to work on an instance, b, of type BLOCK. (Since the movement of trains to occupy blocks is
10

not explicit in any other requirement, for convenience, we have also allocated the
other events that alter occupied to this class diagram; i.e. occupyFirstBlock and
occupyNextBlock). The behaviour of the event is added using basic set operations (here functional overriding and domain subtraction). We avoid syntactic
sugar such as function application in order to maintain a consistent style which
will help in merging later on. The class diagrams are collected in a ‘Library’
project. Currently, we do not propose to refine from the library class diagrams; to
do so we would also need to add abstract events to allow for future introduction
of other events that alter the variables of this class diagram (e.g. reservedFor).
The method described above considers all of the detailed requirements of the
system in order to prepare and plan for the development of a formal model. This
helps us make good decisions about the formal modelling abstractions and keep
consistency between the parallel formal model developments of the next stage.
A typical Event-B model development involves uncertainty due to the amount of
‘look-ahead’ needed during refinement: Starting from an initial abstraction, it is
hoped that all the requirements can be incorporated as refinements later on, but
making these abstraction choices is difficult and requires expertise and experience
in formal modelling. To remove this uncertainty we instead perform the ‘lookahead’ in a systematic way, recording information as a resource for the model
developers to use when introducing refinements. The DD and ED act as reference
resources which assist the agile team development discussions and facilitate the
high degree of refactoring associated with agile development as a better understanding of the system is gained.

5.2

Parallel formal developments

In the next stage we identify the most important (e.g. safety) requirements, S, to
be proven and create a formal refinement chain for each one. At each step we pick
a requirement R from the library project and incorporate it into the refinement
chain of S. Each development is independent, relying on the preliminary work on
DD and ED to ensure that they remain consistent. This enables independent teams
to develop the parallel formal models.
An Event-B project is created for each S (we use the SAF requirements in
our example) and the class diagram of the requirement S is used as the content
for its most abstract machine. As an example we show the class diagram for
SAF1 in Figure 11a, where the diagram states that a block should be reserved for
at most one route. The SAF1 requirement is expressed as an invariant property
(reservedFor ∈ BLOCK →
7 ROUTE) of the system state and, while it would be
possible to select events from the ED as we did for the library class diagrams,
here we choose to model the behaviour in a maximally abstract way with a single
change event that alters the variable reservedFor non-deterministically for all
instances as long as it satisfies the desired invariant as shown in Figure 11b. This
avoids making any decisions at this stage about how the variable will be updated,
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such as whether instances of the classes are changed individually or in groups.
The abstract change event will be refined by more specific events of the library
class diagrams as they are incorporated into the development. This initial abstract
model is easily shown to satisfy the important safety property.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Class diagram and events for safety requirement SAF1
The abstract S project is then repeatedly refined by extending it with a requirement R from the Library. Each step consists of adding the data and class methods
of R into a refinement of the class diagram of S, avoiding any repetition of parts
already there. The merging of variables (classes, attributes and associations) is
straightforward due to the DD which ensures consistency of variable naming. Invariants of the requirement can be added to the merged model via conjunction
due to idempotency. (Syntactically identical invariants are suppressed). Events
with different names from those already in the refined S are added. This is a valid
refinement when new events that only assign new variables are added via superposition to S. Where an event of R alters existing variables of S that were previously
altered by an abstract change event, the event is made to refine the change event.
If the R and S models both contain events with the same name (representing the
same transition since the ED ensures consistency of event names) their guards and
actions are combined to form a single event of the refined S. Guards are simply
conjoined in the same way as invariants, while the actions are joined using parallel composition. Syntactically identical actions are suppressed to avoid repetition.
However, this may still leave multiple assignments to a variable which will be
detected by the Rodin static checker as an error. The modeller must resolve such
conflicts by manually combining the actions into a single assignment that refines
both S and R.
In Figure 12 the safety property SAF1 is merged with the requirement MVT1.
Variable occupied is added as a new variable to the merged model, while events
occupyFirstBlock and occupyNextBlock of MVT1 are added as new events
modifying only this variable. Since event unoccupyAndFreeBlock is contained
in MVT1 it is natural to introduce this event to refine change in the merged machine. At the same time it is also convenient to introduce other events assigning
reservedFor, such as reserveBlock. Both the events unoccupyAndFreeBlock
and reserveBlock refine change. These events do not need to assign to variables
12

indicated in their ED entry that are not yet included in the SAF as new variables
can be added in later refinements. To allow for future refinements, all events that
alter variables in the SAF or the requirement must be added, even if they are not
discussed in the requirement being added (e.g. occupyFirstBlock in Figure 12).
They can, however, be abstracted to a non-deterministic assignment. The merged
model (SAF1 MVT1) is proven to refine the previous level (SAF1) and model
checked to ensure no deadlocks or inconsistencies have been introduced. Additionally, the merged model is validated to ensure that it reflects the requirements
in a useful way by animating test scenarios deduced from the BRD.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Safety requirement SAF1 extended with requirement MVT1
This process is repeated until all of the requirements R (library models) have
been incorporated into every S development via refinements. Usually the requirements that have stronger dependency on the S (concerning the classes, attributes
and associations) are added first as these will require more proofs. However, the
order of adding requirements does not affect the technical validity of the final
model. The superposition of model elements via superset and parallel composition of actions is valid whatever order they are assembled in.
When all the library models have been added, we have a final formal model
for each S that includes all the requirements R and is a proven refinement of the
abstract S model. The different S models are consistent with each other because
the same set of common library models have been used in each development.
They only differ in the behaviour introduced by the most abstract property being
proved in that development chain including any guards and invariants that have
been introduced during the proof of that development. For example, in our case
study the SAF2a project deals with the properties of the entry signal of a route
while the SAF1 project only gives the property of the blocks in a route. The
process may result in iterative refactoring of the models or revising the Library,
DD or ED. For example, in the safety property SAF2a that says that the signal
of a route can only be green when all blocks of that route are reserved for it, we
initially modelled an entry signal for a route, but instead it should be the entry
signal for the first block of a route.
13

5.3

Merging the parallel formal developments

The final step is to syntactically merge the parallel developments into a single
model which is proven to be a refinement of them all. See Figure 6 for an overview
of the development. The merging process is the same as that described in 5.2
for the parallel developments. Since all requirements have been systematically
incorporated into each parallel development, their class diagrams only differ if
the original S property introduced some data that is not mentioned in any other
requirements, which is unlikely.
Proofs, however, may introduce additional guards and invariants into the refinement chain of a particular S development. For example, in SAF2a additional
guards were introduced into some events: In event reserveBlock for route r we
needed an extra guard condition, b∈dom(reservedFor),
/
that the block b is not
already in a reserved route. Without this guard, a block that is already reserved
for a route with a green signal might be ‘stolen’ by another route, thus breaking
the SAF2a invariant for the first route. In event setSignalGreen we needed an
additional guard condition, reservedFor−1 [{r}] = blocksInRoute[{r}], that all
the blocks in a route are reserved for it. This condition is the antecedent of the
SAF2a invariant and, hence, a necessary condition for a route with a green signal.
We use a pairwise strategy to merge the parallel developments into a single
model and prove that the result is a refinement of both developments. The final
result is a complete model of the system that is proved correct concerning all
the given requirements and safety properties. The model has been developed by
independent teams co-operating via the data and event dictionaries and via regular
meetings.

6

Conclusion

We have presented a method for team-based development of formal models, where
teams can work independently. The approach enables agile techniques to be used
with the supposedly monotonic process steps of a formal model refinement, where
multiple properties can be dealt with via the initial abstractions. The main benefit
is that a team of industrial practitioners could work in parallel with confidence of
reaching a satisfactory and useful formal model that is verified to satisfy the main
properties of the system and incorporates all of the documented requirements. The
model development process is systematic consisting of a number of small, welldefined refinement and merging steps throughout the development. The approach
facilitates a low-risk engineering solution based on steps that can be automated
or assisted with suitable tool support, hence, reducing reliance on highly skilled
formal methods experts. In particular we envisage a tool to automate the model
merging process, as well as specialised data and event dictionary database management and checking tools. Currently, we believe the model merging process
will lead to final models that are easily (automatically) proven refinements. How14

ever, if not, another option would be to introduce a rely-guarantee type composition operator for refinement chains which ensures that the output is a correct by
construction refinement. The goal is to reduce the barriers to adoption of formal
modelling by industry.
In future work we will apply our approach on other case studies in order to
evaluate it better. We plan to set up a team-based environment consisting of typical
engineers (i.e. not formal method experts) in an industrial setting.
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